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A turn it 
upside-down 

book

Topsy Turvy - A Turn-It-Upside-Down Book by David A. Carter
Board book * 178mm x 178 mm * Die cut * 6 spreads
Does cat say “Moo”? No, cat says “Meow”? Who says “Moo”? Children will delight guessing the answer in this colorful interactive board book. To find 
out if your answer is correct simply rotate the book and see the picture with the correct answer drop down in the hidden channel. It’s a great way to 
identify animals and their sounds. An interactive cause and effect book and a fun learning experience.

What is your Favorite Color?  A Pull and Learn Book by Noelle and David A. Carter
Board book * 172x 172mm * Open size 200mm x 172mm * pull tabs * pop-up*
Is your favorite color blue like the color of the sky and sea, or yellow like the sun? Each spread asks “What is your favorite 
color?”  Pull the sliding handle to see examples of each color which are then cleverly added to each scene culminating in 
a pop-up surprise ending.

Bruno Munari - A Pop-Up Book of Munari’s Traveling Sculptures by David A. Carter

210mm x 210mm * 6 spreads * 5 pop-up sculptures

This title is a tribute to Bruno Munari an Italian artist, designer and inventor who made many contributions to visual arts in many forms including paint, sculpture, film, 

and design to mention just a few. In this book we focus on a specific genre of his work the Traveling Sculptures. Here we see the paper version on his magnificent 

sculptures which were originally made with many materials including paper, metal and wood.

NEW TITLES



Coral Reef - A Pop-Up book by David A. Carter
Hardcover * 8” x 8” * 6 spreads * pop-ups *
Beneath the surface of the ocean lies the beautiful coral reef. Coral Reef  is a pop-
up study of nature and the diverse life that resides in the reef. Each spread includes 
a beautiful central pop-up in it’s reef habitat with labeled images of the creatures 
you would find including corals, tropical fish, sponges, octopus, sharks, jelly fish, 
and much more.

What comes from an Egg? by Maike Biederstädt                 
Hardcover * 165mm x 220mm * Portrait * 6 spreads with pop-ups *
Have you ever wondered where certain animals come from? Here we are introduced to 
six different animals who start life as an egg like a bird, a fish, and a penguin. A fun 
and colorful way to visually show children where certain animals comes from. It’s not 
just a bird that comes from an egg.
SOLD: W. English, German

NEW TITLES

Click HERE for PDF

Deep  in the Sea You’ll See  
by Susan Katz and David A. Carter

Board book * 6” x 8” * 6 spreads *  2 gatefolds on each 

spread * open size  6” x 30”.

Play on words flap book which introduces a cute and 

colorful animal on one spread with it’s name showing 

through a die-cut hole. Open the flap to find a pop-up 

animal with a similar name. Children will have fun 

guessing which pair of animals come next is it the Lion 

and the Sea Lion or the Zebra and the Zebra Fish?

A House is a Casa – A bilingual book  
by David and Noelle Carter
Hardcover * 8” x 8” * 9 spreads * 7 flaps *
A colorful and fun introduction to first words 
with the added bonus of learning the name 
of an object in a second language.  Did you 
know that a chicken in Spanish is “pollo” 
and an egg is a “huevo”.N. American 

rights only

Animal Gallery and Spots and Stripes by David Pelham

8 spreads each with a pop-up animal 16 x 4.5 x 16 cm.

Readers of all ages will be amazed as they turn each page 

and are greeted with an amazing 3d pop-up animal in their 

natural habitat. Featured animals include Penguin, Crocodile, 

Reindeer, Zebra, and a Badger.

http://www.jnjagency.com/files/Coral_Reef_Dummy.pdf


Run, Bear, Run - Illustrations by José Luis Ocana

Board book with die cut handles * 6 spreads * 205mm x 165mm * turning wheel * die-

cut character on cover.

Today is a special day for Bear. His friend Rabbit has a birthday party and he does not 

want to be late. As a surprise Bear wants to make his friend a cake but first he must 

gather the fresh ingredients he needs but there isn’t much time so he has to run, run, 

run, to find them and make the cake in time.

Also available 
Run, Dino, Run

Turn wheel to 
see Bear run!

Half and Half - A flip flap symmetry book by Sophie Pelham
Hardcover * 8” x 8” * 10 spreads * pop-ups *
Kids are never too young to learn and though they don’t realize it they are learning 
every day. Symmetry is a scary word but it simply means two halves that are the same. 
The first spread gives simple directions on how to identify an example of symmetry 
then each spread prompts the reader to guess if it is an example of symmetry. Next, 
open the flap to see a colorful example. 

Click HERE
for video

Is this an example 
of symmetry?

Open the flap to 
see an example 

of symmetry

Color Mix - A lift-the-flap color mixing book by Sophie Pelham
Hardcover * 8” x 8” * 10 spreads * pop-ups *
Color Mix is a lift-the-flap first color mixing book which asks what do you get when 
you mix two colors? One question is, “What do you get when you mix Red + Yellow?”   
which prompts them to guess. Then turn the flap to see one bright, zingy, colorful 
example.

What do you get 
when you mix 

Red and Yellow?

A beautiful lion 
with an Orange

mane.

NEW TITLES

https://youtu.be/UoQsUObZB58


The Mental Block - A flatpack puzzle to assemble and solve by David Pelham
Ages 10 and up * Size 20 x 15 cm * flatpack press out pieces* 
The Mental Block is fun to make and challenging to solve. Flat pack kit includes pre-
scored press out pieces which make 20 three dimensional triangles used to make the 
brain-chain. The brain-chain is a flexible string of dimensional triangles made from 
the pre-scored easily assembled press out pieces by following the simple 
instructions. Once the brain-chain is assembled the objective of the puzzle is to  
assemble The Mental Block so that all four colors appear on all six sides of the cube.  
It may take a while but it will be lots of fun figuring it out.

The objective is 
to make this…

Look like this!

Educational Novelty books

The Complexities of Pop-Up by David A. Carter and James Diaz 
Age 8 and up * 14 Pages * pull tabs * flaps * wheels and pop-ups * 32cm x 23 cm*
In this sequel title to the bestselling The Elements of Pop-Up, the reader is taken 
deeper into the art of paper engineering. Step by step instructions on how to create 
more complex folds, cuts, and pop-ups are clearly explained and diagramed in this 
sure to be bestselling sequel title. A must for all aspiring paper engineers, students, 
and collectors alike. 

With step-by-step instructions to create complex pop-ups.

Finally the long awaited sequel 
to The Elements of Pop-Up

The Elements of Pop-Up by David A. Carter and James Diaz
Age 8 and up * 18 Pages * pull tabs * flaps * wheels and pop-ups * 32cm x 23 cm*
Every aspect of the creation of a pop-up, known as paper engineering, is clearly and 
thoroughly covered. All types of parallel folds, angle folds, wheels, and pull tabs are 
accurately detailed, flat and in dimension. 
SOLD: U.S, Japan, Germany, Spain, France, China

The ultimate guide to paper 
engineering.

Puzzles 3D by David A. Carter
Trim  size: 9” x 9” * 6 spreads * 6 3-D puzzle shapes
More than a shape book Puzzle Forms introduces simple shapes but also the 3D form 
of that shape. Circle pieces slot together to make a sphere and the squares to make a 
cube. A great hands-on way to learn about shapes.
SOLD: French, Chinese



Click HERE
for video

Merry Christmas - A Pop-Up book by David A. Carter
Hardcover * 7” x 7” * 7 spreads * pop-ups on every spread
In this not so typical Christmas book David Carter puts his paper engineering skills to 
work creating this wonderful festive pop-up in his unique style. Seven beautifully 
designed spreads including lights that shine bright, snowflakes, and symbols of love.
SOLD: Spanish, Catalan, Japanese, French, Italian.

Click HERE for video

I Love You - A Pop-Up book by David A. Carter
Hardcover * 7” x 7” * 7 spreads * pop-ups on every spread
A beautiful book that expresses love with colorful pop-ups, rhyming text, and a 
hidden heart on each spread for the reader to find. A book for all ages and a great 
option for Valentines Day, Anniversaries, Birthdays or just because.
SOLD: W. English, French, Italian, Spanish, Catalan, Japanese.

NEW

The Raven - by Edgar Allan Poe * Design and Paper Engineering by David Pelham 
* Illustrated by Christopher Wormell
Trim size: 250mm x 250mm * 7 spreads * Concertina bound * Pop-up on every spread
The Raven first appeared in the New York Evening Mirror on January 29, 1845. It 
made Poe an overnight sensation and remains one of the most beloved and 
recognizable verses to date with translations in many languages including French, 
German, Dutch, Italian, Polish, Russian, Spanish, Yiddish, Swedish, Portuguese and 
Czech. Master paper engineer David Pelham amazes us once again with his pop-up 
interpretation of this haunting love story and is a great way to introduce Poe to 
children. Teamed with the detailed illustrations of Christopher Wormell together they 
really bring this haunting poem to life.
SOLD: W. English

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore,
While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.
‘Tis some visitor,' I muttered, 'tapping at my chamber door -
Only this and nothing more.’

THE RAVEN
Click HERE for complete poem

Click HERE for video

Pop-up paper poetry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRHOxCJ_ysI&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA&index=5
https://youtu.be/RXjftsmFTo0
http://jnjagency.com/files/The_Raven_-_English_Text.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAI_qEKhITA


Safari Friends - Blocky Animal Board Books Set by Kate Stone
Hardcover white board 4.5” x 4” * 6 spreads
Adorable chunky board books die-cut into each safari animal. Each book is die-cut 
into the shape of animals featuring color and play illustrations and fun facts about 
each animal. Say hello to Little Lion, Little Giraffe and Little Zebra.
SOLD N. America, W. French

Farm Friends - Blocky Animal Board Books Set by Kate Stone
Hardcover white board books 4.5” x 4” * 6 spreads
Adorable chunky board books die-cut into the shape of animals featuring color and 
play illustrations and fun facts about each farm animal. Say hello to Little Pig, Little 
Sheep and Little Cow
SOLD N. America, W. French

Forest Friends - Blocky Animal Board Books Set by Kate Stone
Die cut Board Book * 6 spreads * Book size 5” x 5”
Meet some forest friends with these uniquely-designed animal-shaped board books. 
Each book includes a short colorfully illustrated story describing the animals looks 
and lives. Say hello to Little Fox, Little Mouse and Little Raccoon.
SOLD: US,  Portuguese

Click HERE for PDF

Dino Friends - Blocky Animal Board Books Set by Kate Stone
Die cut Board Book * 6 spreads * Book size 5” x 5”
Learn about the lives of some Jurassic pals with these uniquely-designed animal-
shaped board books. Each book includes a short colorfully illustrated story describing 
the animal looks and lives. Say hello to Little Triceratops Little T-Rex and  Little 
Stegosaurus.
SOLD: US

Click HERE for PDF

Available as box sets or 
individual titles

http://jnjagency.com/files/Forest_Blocky_Board_Books.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/Dinos_Blocky_Board_Books.pdf


We Love To Play
Trim size: 9” x 9” * Split Board Book * 6 spreads
Cute, rhyming text about all the different things the animals (a mouse, a deer, and a 
bear) enjoy playing. As the half pages of the book are turned, the bottom halves of 
the animals change and show them doing different activities like building sand 
castles, swimming, and riding bikes.  SOLD: USA

Pelican’s Bill by Kate Stone
Trim size: 6” x 6” * movable mouth *  6 spreads
Pelican uses his bill like a net. How many goodies can he get? Count along as Pelican 
collects 1-2-3-4-5 things in his bill which gets bigger and bigger as he adds more to 
it. Then wait for the surprise ending which leaves all of the animals very happy.
SOLD: USA

Click HERE for PDF

Hungry Little Lizard by Kate Stone
Trim size: 6” x 6” * movable mouth *  6 spreads
Hungry Lizard loves to catch bugs and he has a fun way of doing it … with his 
tongue! After a busy day looking for bugs and eating too many he really needs a nap.
SOLD: USA

Click HERE
for PDF

No. No Dino’s - by Kate Stone
Trim size: 6” x 6” * movable mouth *  6 spreads
Dino likes all kinds of sweet and sticky goodies, he just cannot say No to lollipops, 
caramel apples, and birthday cake, and ends up with a sticky mess!
SOLD: USA

Click HERE for PDF.
We Love To Eat ... 
Trim size: 9” x 9” * Die-cut * shaped board book *  6 spreads
We Love to Eat features cute, rhyming text about all the different things the animals 
(a pig, a lion, and a raccoon) enjoy eating.  As the half pages of the book are turned 
the bottom halves of the animals change and show them enjoying their favorite 
foods.    SOLD: USA

We Love To Wear …
Trim size: 9” x 9” * Die-cut, shaped board book *  6 spreads
We Love to Wear features cute, rhyming text about all the different things the animals 
(an owl, a bunny, and a crocodile) enjoy wearing. Turn the pages to see the friends 
dressed in different costumes for all occasions.   SOLD: USA

Turn the lower 
half of the page to 
change the scene.

Click HERE
for PDF

Click HERE for PDF

Click HERE
for PDF

https://www.dropbox.com/s/64zpqd73lwzyj3s/96361-PGT-PelicansBill.pdf?dl=0
http://jnjagency.com/files/96361-PGT-PelicansBill.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Angela/sitebuilder/sites/www.jnjagency.com2/files/Ten_Little_Ladybugs.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/38888-PGT-NoNoDinos.pdf
http://www.jnjagency.com/files/65673-PGT-WeLoveToEAT.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/HungryLittleLizardCOMP.pdf
http://www.jnjagency.com/files/95594-PGT-WeLovetoWEAR.pdf


Peek-A-Boo and Peek –A-Boo-Zoo - by Heather Brown
Hardcover * 6” x 6” * 6 spreads with lift up flaps
Peek-a-Boo is a lift-a-flap board book with 6 spreads .With soft, sweet illustrated animals throughout, hiding behind 
the flaps that are also their own body parts, kids will delight in finding out who’s hiding behind the giant tail or huge 
antlers.
SOLD: US

hatch by Heather Brown
Hardcover * 6” x 6” * 6 spreads with lift up flaps
Can you guess what each egg will hatch? Read the 
rhyming clues and let your child guess before they 
hatch each egg by lifting the flap to find out who is 
inside. SOLD: US

Click HERE for PDF Click HERE for PDFClick HERE for PDF

ABC Alphabeasts! by Heather Brown and Kate 
Stone
8" x 8“ * 13 pages * Format: Board Book
ABC Alphabeasts! is a visual feast of silly animal 
alphabet antics. G is for a Giraffe who lost her 
glasses. D is for a Dog and Duck who eat donuts 
together. Bright, bold illustrations are sure to delight 
early learners.
SOLD: US

The Icky Sticky Frog by Dawn Bentley
10.25” x 10.25” * 11 spreads * Hardcover * Googly 
Eyes*  Stretchy Tongue
This clever book features a frog with silly googly eyes 
and a long sticky-stretchy tongue that are actually 
attached to the book's cover! The hilarious read-aloud 
story features bright, humorous illustrations  and a 
surprise ending! 
SOLD: US

Click HERE for PDF

The Wheels On The Bus by Paul O. Zelinsky
285mm x 195mm * pull tabs * flaps
Ingeniously designed, lift- the flap and pull –the-tab 
book. Not only do the wheels go round and round, but 
the bus also has doors that open and shut, 
windshield wipers that move back and forth. The 
story is read to the tune of the nursery rhyme and is 
brought to live with the interactive tabs on each page.
SOLD: US

Click HERE for video

http://jnjagency.com/files/Hatch.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/PeekABooZOO-LiftAFlap.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/PeekABoo-BBLiftAFlap.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/Icky_Sticky_Frog.pdf
https://youtu.be/f0R-pK3Ahg0


Good Morning, Good Night - A Touch & Feel Bedtime Book

Age 2+ * Hardcover with gatefold * 9” x 8” * 12 pages 
The perfect book for bedtime! Children read about the 
activities of a cuddly animal in the daytime, then open 
the folded pages to reveal the furry, touch-and-feel 
animals sleeping. 
SOLD: US, Can, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Germany, 
Russia 

Who Do You Love - A Touch & Feel Bedtime Book
Age 2+ * Hardcover with gatefold * 9” x 8” * 12 pages 
Who does Little Bear love? Lift the flap and touch-and-
feel to find out. Little Bear’s furry mom, fuzzy dad, 
curly-haired grandma and other touchable bear 
buddies are waiting underneath full-page flaps. 
Toddlers will come back again and again to this 
charming book for its sweet text, hand-painted 
illustrations, and touchable textures.
SOLD: US, Can, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Germany, 
Russia

Ten Wishing Stars - A Countdown to Bedtime Book
9” x 7” * 18 pages * Glow in the dark stars.
This countdown to bedtime book follows ten sweet 
little sheep at bedtime as they gaze up at the night sky 
each wishing upon their very own wishing star. Watch 
as each little sheep's wish comes true until only one 
wish is left. 
SOLD : North America, W. French, Japan, China

Ten Little Lady Bugs - A Countdown Book
9” x 7” * 22 pages * Disappearing Ladybugs
In Ten Little Ladybugs, ten tactile ladybugs disappear 
one by one. Where did they all go? Young ones will love 
finding out as they feel their way through the sturdy, 
colorful pages of this innovative book. The cute critters 
provide a hands-on learning experience and the 
rhyming text reinforces the counting concept. 
SOLD: North America, W. French, Japan, Taiwan, China

Click HERE for PDFClick HERE for PDF

Click HERE for PDF 

What Makes a Rainbow by Betty Schwartz
Magically appearing Ribbon Book
8” x 8” x 0.5” * 12  pages *  Ribbons * Pop-up
A learning toy and activity book for young children to 
help teach them the colors of the rainbow with a 
pleasing story and pop-up surprise ending. As each 
page is turned a colorful ribbon appears as if by magic. 
SOLD: US, Japan, Dutch, China

Brush Your Teeth Please - A Pop-Up Book
by Leslie McGuire & Jean Pidgeon
175mm x 240mm * Hardcover * Pop-Ups * Pull tabs
What child can resist imitating a chimp brushing it’s 
teeth back and forth or a shark who flosses every day. 
Each spread has a pop-up animal who brushes his 
teeth either up & down, back & forth, and even flosses. 
Kids can brush along while parents read and teach a 
very important skill in a very fun way.
SOLD: World English, Japan, Taiwan, China, Korea

Ribbon book with 
pop up surprise

Disappearing 
counting book

Touch and feel 
bedtime book

Glow in the dark 
bedtime book.

A pull-the-tab and pop-up 
guide to teeth brushing.

Touch and feel 
bedtime book

file:///C:/Users/Angela/sitebuilder/sites/www.jnjagency.com2/files/13380_Good_Morning_Good_Night_9x8.pdf
http://www.jnjagency.com/files/33693-PGT-10WishingStars.pdf
file:///C:/Users/Angela/sitebuilder/sites/www.jnjagency.com2/files/Ten_Little_Ladybugs.pdf


Mind Your Manners
This colorful and beautifully illustrated series introduce basic manners in a fun and 
colorful way. In Let's Share, a friend comes to play but when he takes Kittens favorite 
bear instead of hitting or biting she asks him to please take turns and the play date is 
a success. 
SOLD N. America, W. French

Big Kid Board Books
Early development concepts introduced in a fun and colorful way in these sturdy 
board books. Box set or single titles available.  See Fox with learning  how to go potty, 
Pig at bath time and Beaver brushing his teeth.
SOLD N. America, W. French

Available as box sets 
or individual titles.

Little Mouse and Daddy by David and Noelle Carter
7” x 0.5” x 5.8” * 12 pages * Touch and feel elements 
Join Little Mouse as he searches for his daddy, asking 
all kinds of touchable creatures along the way. This 
touch-and-feel exploration is perfect for Father's Day 
and all year long!

Little Mouse and Mommy by David and Noelle 
Carter
7” x 0.5” x 5.8” * 12 pages * Touch and feel elements 
When Little Mouse cannot find his mommy, he 
encounters various animals along the way in his 
search, in a book where young readers can touch the 
textured animals.

Little Mouse Plays Peek-A-Boo by David and 
Noelle Carter
7” x 0.5” x 5.8” * 12 pages * Touch and feel elements
The story begins when an adorable baby mouse in 
diapers starts to seek his friends: a pink salamander 
behind a bowl of smooth cherries; a brown mole 
behind a pot filled with scratchy sand; a butterfly 
behind silky flowers; and a black skunk behind a 
watering can of shiny water. The story ends when his 
friends seek him and find him behind a rough basket.

I’m a Little Mouse by David and Noelle Carter
7” x 0.5” x 5.8” * 12 pages * Touch and feel elements
Little Mouse is lost and as he searches for his mother. 
He greets several animals by saying: "I have fuzzy 
gray fur / a long pink tail / I'm a little mouse / Are you 
a mouse too?" Each new answer to Little Mouse's 
question yields a description of another animal 
depicted on the page. At last, Little Mouse encounters 
a creature that does have fuzzy gray fur and a long 
pink tail when he is happily reunited with his mother. 

Also 
available

Let’s Share PDF Table Manners PDFSpecial Words PDF

Available as box sets 
or individual titles.

http://jnjagency.com/files/MindYourManners-LetsShare.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/MindYourManners-TableManners.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/MindYourManners-SpecialWords.pdf


Spooks by David Pelham
260mm x 160mm * hard cover * 6 spreads * pop-up
Meet Mr. Bones, like Jones, with a B. Follow along with him as he introduces you to  
some of his special friends who he would like you to meet. There is Count Dracula, 
who is spectacular, but he can’t sleep at night. They say he sleeps all day because 
he can’t stand the light. Next is Sir Fred who provoked the king with something he 
said, not a good idea if you want to keep your head! Meet lots more of Mister Bones 
friends in this perfect for Halloween “spooky” book.

In A Dark, Dark Wood by David A. Carter
10.3” x 8” x 0.06” * hard cover * 24 pages * pop-up
In a dark, dark wood, there was a dark, dark house" begins this well-known ghost 
story with its dramatic build-up and Eek!-producing finale. David A. Carter enhances 
the traditional tale with his own spooky paintings of the dark, dark house and its dark, 
dark mysteries along with a green ghost that pops up at the end. 

Click HERE
for video

woof! woof! by David A. Carter
255mm x 255mm * die cut hard cover * 14 spreads with die cuts and tip-ons
Woof! Woof! Guess what the die cut is on each page, then turn the page for the 
answer. Simple representational shapes, bold colors, and a clever die-cut design 
combine to create a guessing game with a delightful surprise ending.

Click HERE for PDF

whoo? whoo? by David A. Carter
255mm x 255mm * die cut hard cover * 14 spreads with die cuts and tip-ons
Whoo? Whoo? Who is that animal peeking through the page. See if you can guess 
which cut-out shapes create which familiar barnyard animal. Six animals are 
introduced along with the sound they each make. Children will love to touch the die 
cuts and the pieces making this a nice tactile book!  

Click HERE for PDF

Perfect for 
Halloween

https://youtu.be/hsn2iCsVK4s
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHNMSMN5HRT265KT6BVJBYCL6XDQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AHFDUB6BG22GDM74FEHBGYTKC6TQ/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AH3CAOXJQ5C2VYDQGQWWBWD56DSA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_gw_tr?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B06XBTHJY8?ref=dp_vse_rvc0
http://www.jnjagency.com/files/Woof_Woof_PDF.pdf
http://www.jnjagency.com/files/Whoo_Whoo_PDF.pdf


Black Cat White Cat and Bow Wow
What better way to learn concepts than with the 
help of cats & dogs. Black Cat White Cat can help 
convey high and low, near and far. While Bow Wow
introduces shapes in an interesting way.

Animal Babies A To Z
Each spread includes four lift-the-flap or pull-tab letters and 
four wonderous and colorful  pop-up scenes.  Lift the letter B 
and discover a baby baboon out for a walk with its mother or 
any of the letters to find a wonderful pop-up animal. 

Color Surprises and One To Ten
Guess what’s hidden behind each number! Large 
numbers in alternating black and white open to reveal 
dazzling colorful surprises on each page of this award 
winning book of numbers. 

Click HERE for videoClick HERE for video Click HERE for videoClick HERE for video Click HERE for video

My First Book of Series Alphabet, Counting, Animal Sounds, Colors and Shapes by Chuck Murphy
Hardcover * 6.25” x 8” * 5  spreads with flaps * pop-up on final spread
First concept series originally published by Scholastic. Bright and colorful illustrations, lots of flaps to open and a pop-up surprise on the final spread make this a fun and exciting 
way to introduce first concepts.

Hardcover * 16.5cm x 16.5cm x 2.3cm * 5 spreads * flaps * pull tabs and gatefold

SOLD:  US, Japan, Korea, 
France, Italy, China and 
Taiwan

SOLD:  US, Japan, Korea, 
France, Italy, China and 
Taiwan

SOLD: Japan, China SOLD: Japan, China SOLD: English language China
Hardcover * Pop-Ups , gatefolds 
* 16 pages * 10” X 6”

Pop-Up Books by Chuck Murphy

https://youtu.be/iRDl1tlaKi8
https://youtu.be/jf7Y5OkDyns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6orYxfP7040&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kQbPxAf42g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FebQq03bINI


Applebee Cat by David Pelham
Hardcover *  6.4” x 6.3” x 1.4” * 8 spreads * pop-ups * pull tabs
Meet Applebee Cat and his silly mouse friends. Applebee will make children laugh out loud as 
they tumble along from page to page, teaching basic concepts as they go. The amazing pop-ups 
are sure to wow and basic concepts have never been easier to grasp in such a kid-friendly, 
hands-on format. 
SOLD: Japan, China

Click HERE for Applebee 
Colors video

Farmyard Friends by David Pelham
Case Bound: 155mm x 156mm * Hardcover *  6 spreads * 6 pop-ups *
Beautiful six spread book featuring your favorite POP-UP farmyard animals. Each 
spread includes a fun verse about the animal. 

Click HERE for video

I’m Shy - A Bashful little pop-up book by David A.  Carter     
Hardcover * 7 Spreads * 7” x 7” * pop ups * pull tabs
A charming pop-up book with a pop-up surprise on every page. An eye, 
a yellow tentacle, another tentacle ... which shy creature is coming out 
of that dark hole? A bashful, but friendly octopus slowly emerges from 
his hiding place to introduce himself, then retreats back to hide again. 
SOLD: France , UK, Aus.     

Click HERE
for video

Glittery Crittery and Glitter Critters by David A. Carter
The Glittery Crittery Counting Book features bright colors, foil accents, and pop-up 
animals. On each spread readers will encounter fanciful animals like two love doves 
building a tinsel nest, seven wiggly worms swimming through mud, and 10 bowtie 
butterflies fluttering in a swirl. Glitter Critters is exciting and colorful too!
SOLD: Japan

https://youtu.be/bXbB5jh0Tiw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCxNd7GwB8I&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xTJQL3IIAw&feature=youtu.be


Pop-Up Song Books by David A. Carter
240mm x 195mm * die cut hard cover * 7 spreads * flaps * pop-ups
Preschoolers will join in with glee singing, "If you're happy and you know it...," while 
they help the playful animal characters clap their hands, wag their tails, and wink their 
eyes. Pull tabs to animate the brightly hued cat, dog, skunk, chicken, owl, and mouse. 
On the last page, all six animals pop up to "shout hooray“. 
SOLD: Japan

What’s In My Pocket? by David A. Carter
165mm x 180mm * 5 spreads * flaps * pop-ups
Just lift the flap and there's a delicious carrot hidden behind his polka-dot pocket. 
Popping up from the next page is another animal, inviting you to peek inside its pocket 
to see what there is to share. In this one-of-a-kind pop-up adventure, discover once 
again the fun-filled pages created for young children. From Mouse, to Elephant, to 
Dog, to Kangaroo, each one has something special for you to discover.

Five Cars Stuck and One Big Truck by David A. Carter
Trim size: 9” x 7” * Hardcover * 7 spreads * Pop-Ups
We’re going on a trip. OH NO WE'RE STUCK! As car after car arrived to help, each 
new one gets stuck! ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE! With five cars stuck in the 
muck who will come to the rescue?
SOLD: N. America - English Language

Open the 
flaps to see 

what’s 
hiding in my 

pocket.

Pull tabs to make the 
animals clap, stomp, wink 

and pat!

A Bugs Pop-up Concept Series by David A. Carter
Hardcover * 7 spreads * pop-ups
SOLD: US

Counting
Count from one to five in this 
first concept pop-up book!

Colors
Bugs appear in every hue in 
the pop-up book focused on 
the first concept of color!

Up & Down
Bugs go in all directions in 
this pop-up book focused on 
the first concept of direction!

Opposites
Bugs use humor and color 
to illustrate the first 
concept of opposites!

Click HERE for video

Click HERE for video.

Pop-up 
books

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_iUU1MePZs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QWunPEDHns&feature=youtu.be


HOW MANY BUGS IN A BOX?
The book that started the Bugs phenomenon and 
led to over 6 million copies sold to date and over 
25 titles this series has something for almost every 
occasion including School Bugs, Beach Bugs, 
Bedtime Bugs, and many, many more!                                                       
SOLD: USA and select titles sold in Japan, Korea, 
France and China

David  Carter Best 
selling series



Spring by David A. Carter
Extent:  7” x 7” * 6 spreads *  hardcover * pop-ups on every spread * flaps
In Spring, floral pop-ups appear on every spread along with complimenting artwork 
that features plants and animals you find every Spring. Plants and animals from water 
lilies, deer, robins and more are labeled for easy identification with the simple text 
combined to make a great book.
SOLD: W. English, W. French, Italian, Japan, China

Winter by David A. Carter
Extent:  7” x 7” * 6 spreads *  hardcover * pop-ups on every spread * flaps 
As day turns to night, bright red cardinals flit from branch to branch, deer paw through 
the snow, and weasels in their white winter coats frolic among the berry-laden holly. 
Soon all the animals settle down to sleep. In Winter, simple verse and scenes bring to 
life the countryside as snow begins to fall. Each spreads pop-up and lift-up flap reveal 
the wonders of the season and all the animals as they settle down for the night.
SOLD: W. English, W. French, Italian, Japan, China

Autumn by David A. Carter
Extent:  7” x 7” * 6 spreads *  hardcover * pop-ups on every spread * flaps 
In Autumn, days have a chill in the air, the leaves change color, and float gently from 
the trees. It is a busy time in nature with crops being harvested and animals readying 
for the winter. The squirrels are collecting acorns and birds are beginning to migrate. 
Beautiful images with labels for easy identification including porcupines, racoons, 
mice and more! Lift-the-flap and pop-ups add to the excitement of this fun title.
SOLD: W. English, W. French, Italian, Japan, China

Click HERE
for full PDF

Click HERE
for PDF

Click HERE
for video

Click HERE
for video

Summer by David A. Carter
Extent:  7” x 7” * 6 spreads *  hardcover * pop-ups on every spread * flaps
Summer days are long and warm, the fruits and berries are ripe and sweet, and are 
perfect snacks for squirrels and birds. The flowers and vegetables are colorful and 
plentiful which the insects really seem to enjoy. Turtle even finds some time to enjoy 
the lazy days of summer and bask in the sun. Lots of pop-ups and hidden surprises 
under the flaps.
SOLD: W. English, W. French, Italian, Japan, China

Pop-up 
books

http://www.jnjagency.com/files/Summer_Dummy.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ls79aac7eanghg7/Autumn%20full%20PDF%20(Not%20final).pdf?dl=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBPrXEeGK78&index=8&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcmU5Lwr6ko&index=11&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA


Flaphappy (a Four Book Series): Pattern, Colours, Count Down and Shapes
A fold out flap book series by Sophie Pelham 
Aged 2+ *  Cover trim: 6.3” x 6.3” * 16 pages with flaps
A series of four concept books any child would love including Pattern, Colours, Count 
Down and Shapes. Turn the pages keeping the flaps open and build layer upon layer 
until simple colours makes a beautiful rainbow, and shapes help create a monkey.  
SOLD: Japan, China

Numberbocker Glory - by Sophie Pelham and Susan Reuben 
Ages 3 and Up * 8.5” x 6.5” * 12 spreads
ONE scrumptious strawberry… TWO scoops of chocolate chips… 
Each turn of the page magically builds up another layer of a magnificent ice cream 
sundae. Die-cuts and acetate layers are cleverly employed so that the reader never 
knows what may be coming next. The most delicious counting book in the world! 
SOLD: Japan

Click HERE for video

Alphabet Trace and Number Trace - by Sophie Pelham
Number Trace 130mm x 180mm (landscape) * 20 pages with flaps
On each brightly-colored spread, open a giant flap to reveal a “raised” number or 
letter. Start at the colorful dot and trace the shape with your fingers so you can 
actually “feel” the numerals shape. Bright, zingy colors and lots of interaction make 
this series a must have for children learning to count and write their numerals and 
letters!

Raised UV dots 
let the reader 

feel the letters.

Click HERE for video

Click HERE for video

Click HERE for video

One Two Three, Tiger Mouse Bee - A Pop-Up Counting Book
by David & Sophie Pelham
14.6cm x 4.2cm x 17.6cm * 20 pages * flaps and pop-ups
Discover one cute little tiger peeking from behind a shrub and two tiny mice hiding 
and having fun. Ten spreads with a colorful pop-up on each spread, what a fun way 
to learn to count! 
SOLD: French

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyrkIkZdTsY&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rd5hi69AR5I&index=19&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0J5GaeGHaY&t=37s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OATcAOWceE&feature=youtu.be


One Red Dot / Blue 2 / 600 Black Spots / Yellow Square and White Noise by David A. Carter
Ages 3 + * Extent: 9” x 9” x 1.5” * 10 spreads with pop-ups and touch and feel elements
David Carter takes the art of paper engineering to a new level with his award winning One Red Dot series. 
SOLD: USA, Canada, France, Germany, Italy,  UK, Japan, Spain, and China.

Spot the Dot by David A. Carter
Hardcover * 20.32cm x 15.24cm x 2.54cm * 7 spreads * pull tabs * pop-ups
Toddlers and preschoolers will love this colorful adventure as they try to Spot the Dot
hidden in the lift-the-flaps, turn-wheels, and pull-tabs. Vibrant colors throughout with 
a pop-up surprise on the last spread.
SOLD: US, Canada, France  

Click HERE for video

Click HERE for video Click HERE for video Click HERE for video

David A. Carter
Best Selling Series

Click HERE for video

Peek / Surprise! by David A. Carter
Trim size: 9 x 9  inches * 5 spreads * 47 flaps *
In this simple but very effective and humorous flap book there are lots of surprises to 
discover. Open the flaps on each page to discover a smaller flap, then another and 
another and then just keep on going and going to reveal interesting sea animals, 
shapes, the solar system and much more. This flap-book features a total of 59 fun 
and colorful flaps in this fun and educational flap book. 
SOLD: French Italian , Chinese, Japan

(English Cover)(French Cover)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6Y5De3djxo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45Y5Vlq8GcY&t=74s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLfiuKam6v8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X99aAWTZi60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyfWC7uKQ2g&index=4&list=UUW0ftlU8vBv4Wauye2OAAnA


Necronomicon
Illustrated scenes from classic Lovecraft tales.
Extent: 11” x 8.5” x 1.5” * 5 pop-up spreads with end pages, two pull 
tabs with text from the original stories, magnetic latch.
Necronomicon is a fictional grimoire (textbook of magic) appearing in 
the stories by horror writer H.P. Lovecraft. In Necronomicon,
psychedelic nightmare painter Skinner has created five pop up 
scenes that match the cosmic strangeness found in Lovecraft's most 
seminal tales. The five stories featured in the book are:
The Dunwick Horror, Shadow Out of Time, The Call of The Cthulhu, 
At The Mountains of Madness, and Color Out of Space.   

The Pop-Up Art Book
Extent: 11” x 8.5” x  1.5” * 5 pop-up spreads with end pages * hardcover
The Pop-Up Art Book is a collaborative project that brings together street art, comic 
books, illustration, and fine art. One piece of original artwork from each artist has 
been digitally deconstructed and then reconstructed into a multidimensional pop-up 
spreads. The pop-up spreads from each artist are: Aaron Woes Martin - Howling 
Masher,  Skinner - Morrigan Lupus,  Kozyndan - Drowning Party,  Junko Mizuno –
Pancakes, Tara McPherson - The Water Nebula,  Jim Mahfood - Bubble Gum 
Gangsters.  Foreward by David A. Carter. 

Click HERE
for video

Click HERE
for video

Click HERE
for video

Pop-up Art for 
Adults

Triad - by Junko Mizuno and Rosston Meyer
Extent: 11” x 8.5” x 1.5’ * 5 spreads with pop-ups * end pages * hardcover
Triad features three dimensional versions of artist Junko Mizuno's incredible style in 
an amazing sculptural paper art pop up. The world of Junko's three favorite characters: 
The Nurse, The Witch and The Wrestler have been reworked from original art created 
for her Triad show to live in pop-up form. A self taught Japanese artist now residing in 
the U.S. is recognized for her unique style of powerful and erotic female imagery.

Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh
wgah‘nagl fhtagn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJMlzXMnTNg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyElnqtorQQ&t=36s


Why L.A. Pourquoi Paris
An artistic pairing of two cities
Softcover with flap * 248 pages * 220 illustrations * 7.5 x 9 inches
For the first time, the iconic cities of Los Angeles and Paris are juxtaposed 
artistically. A one-of-a kind collectible art book and travel guide full-color works of 
art which detail the yin-yang relationship of everyday life between two of the 
worlds greatest cities. The book also provided longitude and latitude numbers for 
quick and easy locating via GPS once in your city of choice. 
SOLD: N. America, French World, Korea

Flight Architecture

Booksellers Boulevards

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE BOOK 
Bi-lingual option available

One Thousand and One Handbags by David A. Carter
What woman or girl doesn’t love handbags and shoes? They come in every shape 
and color and have many specific purposes. This book celebrates Hester’s 
obsession which culminated in her becoming  a successful handbag and shoe 
designer. The books publication will coincide with an exhibition of Hester's work at 
the TASSEN MUSEUM – Museum of Bags and Purses (Amsterdam) in 2018. Who 
knew there was a museum dedicated to bags and purses. 

Click HERE for 
English PDF 

Click HERE for 
bi-lingual PDF 

http://jnjagency.com/files/Why_LA_PourquoiParis__as_spreads-1.pdf
http://jnjagency.com/files/Why_LA_Bilingual_PDF.pdf

